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Modeling of Modulation Formats for
Interferometric Noise Mitigation
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Abstract—Interferometric noise in optical communication sys-
tems employing reflective modulation schemes can be mitigated
by reshaping the data spectrum to reduce the spectral overlap
with backscattered and backreflected light. A novel analytical
model, capable of analyzing accurately the performance of mod-
ulation formats with a wide optical spectrum, is derived here
and applied to study the case of interferometric noise caused by
Rayleigh backscattering. Compared to more complex models and
simulations the new method is fast, simple to implement, and gives
clear insight into the physical phenomena involved. In addition,
the performance of practical systems can be easily analyzed
and optimized due to the capability of the model to include real
component specifications such as arbitrary optical and electrical
filter responses. The specific case of phase-modulated non-return
to zero (PM-NRZ) modulation format is used to validate the
model against experimental results and excellent agreement is
obtained. The PM-NRZ performance is also investigated as a
function of various parameters, quantifying, for example, the
trade-off between phase modulation index and interferometric
noise mitigation.

Index Terms—Interferometric noise, modeling, modulation
formats, optically preamplified receiver, passive optical network
(PON), phase modulation, Rayleigh backscattering (RB).

I. INTRODUCTION

P ASSIVE optical networks (PONs) are highly attractive op-
tical access architectures because of the shared infrastruc-

ture and the absence of active routing components in the path
between the head-end office and the customer [1]. The intro-
duction of dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
offers a potentially cost effective way of increasing the band-
width or the number of customers supported in these architec-
tures through increased use of the wavelength domain [2]–[4].
Reflective modulators (R-Mods), operated in conjunction with
the optical carrier provided by a centralized light source (CLS),
are a promising solution to deploy a cost effective, high bit
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rate (10 Gbit/s or above) wavelength independent transmitters
in these architectures [5], [6]. However, since the optical car-
rier and modulated upstream signal share the same path, this
scheme may suffer from interferometric noise caused by local-
ized Fresnel back-reflections [6] and Rayleigh backscattering
(RB) [7].

A range of techniques employing advanced modulation
formats have recently been the subject of increasing interest
due to their effectiveness at mitigating the interferometric noise
by reducing the spectral overlap between signal and inter-
ferer [8]–[10]. As an example, the phase-modulated non-re-
turn-to-zero (PM-NRZ) modulation scheme has been shown
to be effective in the presence of high levels of backscattering
and back-reflections [8], [11]. This technique has also been
experimentally tested in a hybrid DWDM time-division-mul-
tiplexing (TDM), 116 km reach, PON capable of supporting a
split ratio of 256 in each TDM PON [12]. However, in order to
optimize a network design employing this type of technique, it
is necessary to efficiently model the effectiveness of the noise
mitigation scheme as a function of the power of the interferers,
RB or localized reflections.

Modeling the performance of this type of mitigation scheme
is challenging due to the large optical spectrum of the upstream
signal. The interaction of these schemes with an optically
preamplified receiver is particularly important due to the
narrow optical filters commonly used and the additional pres-
ence of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). The usual
approximation methods employed to model systems in the
presence of ASE [13], [14] would provide inaccurate results
because, firstly, the spectrum of the interfering signal cannot be
considered white, and secondly, the spectrum of the modulated
signal is wider than the optical filter bandwidth. Numerical sim-
ulations and time domain models [15]–[17] could be employed
to obtain accurate results, but they would generally provide
limited physical insight and also be relatively demanding from
a computational point of view, thus limiting their effectiveness
in the optimization of the overall system performance.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to derive a novel mod-
eling approach that can be easily implemented and used effi-
ciently to study the performance of noise mitigation schemes
employing arbitrary modulation formats. The theoretical anal-
ysis presented here is focused on the interferometric noise gen-
erated by RB, although it could be extended to other sources of
interferometric noise. The case of an optically preamplified re-
ceiver is modeled with sufficient flexibility to include arbitrary
optical and electrical filter responses. The various noise contri-
butions are derived from the power spectral densities (PSDs)
of the optical signals and the performance of the scheme is
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the upstream signal direction in a DWDM-PON employing CLS.

then modeled analytically. This allows a rapid evaluation of
the various parameters and choice of components, such as, for
example, the modulator characteristics, receiver frequency re-
sponse, optical filter shape and detuning. Moreover, in contrast
to simulations or more complex models, this approach provides
an immediate insight into the physical phenomena that deter-
mine the performance of the noise mitigation scheme.

The next section presents a brief description of a
DWDM-PON architecture employing CLS and describes
the sources of RB in this architecture. The model of the RB
interferometric noise is derived in Section III, while the model
of the optically preamplified receiver is described in Section IV.
The PM-NRZ mitigation scheme is then briefly reviewed in
Section V and is then used to verify the model in Section VI.
Modeling results are compared with experiments performed
using two optical receivers with different frequency responses.
The model is also used to analyze the noise suppression intro-
duced by the PM-NRZ scheme as a function of the optical filter
detuning and the phase modulation index.

II. CENTRALIZED LIGHT SOURCE PON

Fig. 1 illustrates schematically the upstream of a
DWDM-PON employing CLS. The optical carrier gener-
ated in a remote location is delivered to the customer reflective
optical networking unit (R-ONU) through the access link,
which, apart from fibers, can also include power splitters if
TDM is used to share the network capacity. The carrier is mod-
ulated in the R-Mod and transmitted back towards the receiver
in the central office, which is represented in the figure by an
optically preamplified receiver. Wavelength multiplexers and
demultiplexers are present in the system in order to concentrate
the various DWDM channels for transmission towards the cen-
tral office and then to divide the channels before the receivers.
The location of these components within the network depends
on the specific architecture employed [3], [6]. In Fig. 1, the
multiplexer is located after the carrier injection, as it would be
in a long-reach architecture [3], and the demultiplexer is the
optical filter located within the optically preamplified receiver.

When a single fiber is used to transmit the optical carrier and
the upstream signal, localized Fresnel back-reflections and RB
are the cause of interferometric noise. RB, however, differs from
localized back-reflections due to its distributed nature. In partic-
ular, the intensity of RB generated from high-speed modulated
light is time independent due to the averaging effect along the

spatial extent of the fiber [7], in contrast to the localized back-re-
flection case where the reflected light remains modulated. In
addition, RB from polarized light is only partially polarized.
Moreover, while the level of back-reflection in an optical system
can, in principle, be controlled by setting appropriate return loss
specifications for the various optical components, the RB is an
intrinsic phenomenon in fiber propagation and its level is deter-
mined by the fiber type and configuration used.

In these architectures, there are two RB contributions, which
interfere with the upstream signal at the receiver. As shown in
Fig. 1, the first contribution, carrier backscattering (CB), arises
from the continuous wave carrier delivered to the customer. The
second contribution, signal backscattering (SB), is generated by
the modulated upstream signal. The backscattered light re-en-
ters the R-ONU where it is re-modulated and reflected towards
the receiver. This relatively low power light is also amplified
by the R-Mod, which is usually arranged to provide net gain
in order to overcome the loss introduced by the carrier delivery
path. The relative strengths of the two noise contributions de-
pend on the reflective modulator gain, fiber lengths, and distri-
bution of the splitters [6], [12].

III. RAYLEIGH BACKSCATTERING INTERFEROMETRIC NOISE

An accurate theoretical derivation of the properties of RB and
the interferometric noise that it generates can be found in [7].
The final results, however, are derived under the assumption
that the modulation spectrum is smaller than the laser linewidth,
which is valid only for restricted cases, such as very low bit rate
systems. In contrast, in current systems with high bit rates of
10 Gbit/s and above and for the spectrally broadened scheme
analyzed here, this assumption no longer holds true. The actual
spectrum of the high-speed modulated signal needs to be con-
sidered in order to obtain an accurate prediction of the system
performance and a more general derivation should also account
for RB with a spectrum wider than the data signal. The latter
case is representative of the SB, where the backscattered light
from a modulated signal is re-modulated, thus further broad-
ening the spectrum.

Following the notation introduced in [7], the complex ampli-
tude of the electrical field at the output of the modulator is given
by

(1)

where is the field amplitude normalized such that
its squared magnitude is equal to the optical power,
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represents the variation of the
complex amplitude due to amplitude or phase modulation and

describes the laser phase noise. In general, is non-
stationary, and, thus, the complex modulated signal amplitude

is also a nonstationary random process. However,
considering digital modulation, is found to be a cyclo-
stationary process. The electric field PSD of the signal at the
output of the modulator, , is, thus, given by the Fourier
transform of the time averaged autocorrelation function, which
is periodic with period equal to the symbol duration of the
modulating signal. Similarly it is possible to define the PSD of
the backscattered light electric field, , where the subscript

identifies the backscattering contribution, either CB or SB.
Since the CB is generated by the backscattering of the carrier its
PSD is the same as that of the laser, [7], while the SB
PSD, , can be evaluated as the convolution of the PSDs
of the modulated optical signal and the modulation signal. The
PSD of the upstream signal, , and backscattering, ,
after reshaping by the wavelength multiplexers and the optical
filter inside the receiver (Fig. 1) can thus be simply derived as

(2)

(3)

where is the laser center frequency, and are, respec-
tively, the frequency response of the wavelength multiplexers/
demultiplexers and of the receiver optical filter, normalized such
that . is the net gain that includes
both the amplifier gain and the insertion loss of the optical
filters.

The PSD of the photocurrent, , can then be derived as
in [7] from and . Assuming that within the observa-
tion interval there are no changes in the signal and RB powers
due to modulation, the variance of the interferometric noise can
thus be evaluated, after being detected and filtered by the pho-
todetector frequency response, as

(4)

where denotes deterministic cross-correlation, is the pho-
todetector responsivity, is the electrical filter normalized
frequency response, such that , and and are
polarization coefficients, with . The polarization
coefficient equals 1 for completely polarized backscattering

aligned with the signal polarization, and for
a completely depolarized backscattered field . In prac-
tice, roughly 1/3 of the RB light is polarized, giving ,
and and , respectively, for a signal co-
and cross-polarized with respect to the backscattered light [7],
[18]. In the remainder of this paper, only the co-polarized case is
considered, which corresponds to the highest noise and, hence ,
worst case.

In practice, it is useful to separate the two terms inside the
integral in (4). By analogy with the noise generated by spon-
taneous emission, the first term can be identified as the noise
created by the beating of the signal and RB

(5)

where and are the total mean powers of the signal and
backscattered light respectively, and is defined as

(6)
with and the normalized spectra of, respectively,
signal and backscattering defined as

(7)

(8)

On the other hand, the second term of (4) represents the noise
generated by the RB beating with itself

(9)

where is defined as

(10)

For low levels of RB, this second component is small compared
to the first one, and can thus be neglected in the analysis of
modulation formats that are highly sensitive to RB noise such
as, for example, NRZ [18]. However, the contribution of the
second component is non-negligible for higher RB levels that
are present, for example, in schemes with an increased immu-
nity to RB noise.

An important advantage of using cyclostationary PSDs is
that the noise variances are time independent, and, therefore,
they account for the noise of all the symbols in a sequence. In
contrast, adopting a time domain approach similar to [15]–[17]
would require the calculation of an explicit average of the error
probability and further optimization of the decision threshold
and sampling point over the entire bit sequence.

Different modulation formats are expected to produce distinct
values for and due to the effect of the optical and elec-
trical filtering on the different PSDs. The noise due to SB is also
expected to differ from that due to CB, because in the former
case the backscattered light is doubly modulated and, thus, spec-
trally broadened. The SB is also synchronously modulated with
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the signal, and, thus, the SB power for a 0 and a 1 can be calcu-
lated in the case of NRZ power modulation as

(11)

(12)

where the extinction ratio is given by and is the average
SB power.

IV. OPTICALLY PREAMPLIFIED RECEIVER

Assuming Gaussian statistics for the noise and optimal deci-
sion threshold, the BER can be modeled as

(13)

where is the complementary error function defined as

(14)

The Q factor is defined as

(15)

where and are the photocurrents for the 1 s and the 0 s, re-
spectively. The assunption of Gaussian statistics is widely used
in the case of ASE noise as it enables simple, relatively accu-
rate calculations to be performed [16]. Similarly, in the case of
RB, the assumption of Gaussian statistics has been shown ex-
perimentally to lead to accurate noise estimates [7].

The total noise on the bits 0 and 1 can be separated into
thermal, shot, signal-ASE beat and ASE-ASE beat noise as [13],
[14], plus the contributions from the RB beat noise

(16)

where the subscript indicates the dependence on the data
symbol, either 0 or 1, and is the receiver thermal noise.
The shot noise can be derived as

(17)

where is the electron charge and is the equivalent band-
width of the electrical filter. The power of the ASE, , can
be derived from the integral of the power spectral density of the
ASE at the receiver,

(18)

where the factor 2 accounts for the two polarizations of the ASE,
, is the power spectral density of the ASE at the output

of the EDFA and is the equivalent bandwidth of the optical

filter defined as

(19)

can, to a first approximation, be considered independent
of frequency, since its bandwidth is much broader than the op-
tical filters employed, and can be derived from the gain, and
noise figure of the amplifier [14]

(20)

where is the Plank constant.
Under the same assumption used to derive the RB noise, the

variance of the signal-ASE beat noise is

(21)

By analogy with [13] and [14], the previous equation can be
rewritten as

(22)

where we define as the equivalent receiver bandwidth
for this noise contribution, given by

(23)

Following the same derivation as in [19], but with slightly
different notation, the noise contribution due to the ASE-ASE
beat noise can be calculated as

(24)

where is the equivalent bandwidth of this noise com-
ponent defined as

(25)

Using the notation introduced in the previous sections, the
contributions from the RB beat noise are calculated as

(26)

where, as in the previous section, the subscript indicates ei-
ther CB or SB. The variance of the noise generated by the ASE
beating with the CB or SB, , can simply be evaluated as

(27)
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Fig. 2. Example of a modelled eye-diagram for 10-Gbit/s NRZ modulation
format.

where, by analogy with the signal-ASE beat case, the equivalent
bandwidth of the backscattering-ASE noise can be defined as

(28)

The effect of both optical and electrical filters on the pulse
shape of the photo-detected current, and hence on the levels
and , can be modeled by analyzing an eye-diagram in the ab-
sence of noise. The signal photocurrent can be derived by con-
volving the signal power after propagation through the optical
filters and amplifiers, , with the impulse response of the
electrical filter , to obtain

(29)

where indicates convolution, and is obtained by con-
volving the electric field of the upstream signal at the output of
the modulator with the low-pass equivalent impulse response of
the optical filters, and . The opening of the eye-di-
agram depends both on the modulation format used and on the
optical and electrical filters. As an example, Fig. 2 presents an
eye diagram for an NRZ modulation format with eye opening,

, defined as the difference between the average levels for
0 s and 1 s normalized to the average signal power, .

Following a similar method to that proposed in [19], we ap-
proximate the photocurrent level at the sampling point for 0 s
and 1 s as

(30)

(31)

where and are respectively the signal power of the
0 s and the 1 s, and is the extinction ratio. Since the shape
of the eye-diagram can differ from the NRZ case, as shown in
Section VI, the parameter accounts for the eye opening ratio
compared to an idealized NRZ modulation case, and is defined
as .

Fig. 3. Structure of the reflective modulator generating PM-NRZ upstream
signal.

Fig. 4. PSDs of the PM-NRZ upstream signal and of the two corresponding
RB components.

V. PHASE MODULATED NON-RETURN TO ZERO

The PM-NRZ modulation scheme, due to its wide spectrum,
serves as a good example to validate the model described in the
previous sections. In order to reduce the spectral overlap be-
tween the data signal and the backscattering, the PM-NRZ mod-
ulation format uses a phase modulator purposely overdriven to
generate multiple side-bands and to suppress the center wave-
length [8], [11]. The PM-NRZ signal can be generated using
a R-Mod with the structure outlined in Fig. 3. This comprises
a circulator, an amplitude modulator, which provides the NRZ
data modulation, a phase modulator driven with a sinusoid syn-
chronized with and at the frequency of the NRZ data, and an op-
tical amplifier that can be used to boost the power at the output of
the R-Mod. The phase modulation index, and, hence, the drive
voltage of the phase modulator is set so as to obtain the desired
suppression of the center wavelength. Fig. 4 presents, as an ex-
ample, the PSDs modeled for upstream signal, CB and SB with
an NRZ data rate of 10 Gbit/s and with the phase modulator
driven with a 10-GHz sinusoid, where, for clarity, the spectra are
presented in arbitrary units. The differences between the spectra
are evident, and in particular we note the wider spectrum of the
SB caused by the double PM-NRZ modulation. The asymmetry
in the signal PSD is caused by the phase alignment between
NRZ and sine modulation optimized to obtain the highest eye
opening [11].

The effectiveness of the PM-NRZ modulation format against
the RB noise can be increased by using optical filters to selec-
tively attenuate the RB by a greater amount than the upstream
signal. As an example, in [8], the use of a specifically tailored
narrow notch filter, with 3 dB width equal to 0.05 nm, is
proposed to reduce the optical power of the CB compared to
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TABLE I
RECEIVER PARAMETERS

the signal. A simpler alternative, recently demonstrated by our
group [11], uses offset channel tuning to achieve the required
optical filtering effects from the wavelength multiplexers/de-
multiplexers already present in a DWDM PON, for example
arrayed-waveguide-gratings (AWGs), in place of additional
notch filters. Another beneficial effect of the detuned filtering
is the reduction of the overall spectral-width of the upstream
signal, which increases the chromatic dispersion tolerance to
more 340 ps/nm, which corresponds to 20 km of standard
single mode fiber [11]. Depending on the exact architectural
configuration, the detuning of the multiplexers in the upstream
path must be selected in order to minimize the loss in the
carrier delivery path. In the example of a long-reach hybrid
DWDM-TDM PON, both upstream AWGs can be detuned
without introducing extra loss [12].

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to highlight the capabilities of the model, this sec-
tion presents a comparison between modeling and experimental
results for the PM-NRZ modulation scheme using two different
optically preamplified receivers with the parameters shown in
Table I. The frequency response of the electrical filter in the first
receiver, Rx 1, is approximated by a Bessel-Thomson filter of
4th order with 3-dB bandwidth of 8 GHz, while in the second
receiver, Rx 2, it is approximated by a series of two 4th order
Bessel-Thomson filters with 3-dB bandwidth of 9 and 7.5 GHz,
respectively. The practical realization of Rx 2 is a combination
of an optical receiver module and a separate filter, which results
in a sharper filtering. The optical filter within the receiver and
the wavelength multiplexer are both Gaussian AWGs, with 3-dB
bandwidth of 50 GHz, and are tuned to the same wavelength.

Analytical expressions can be used to represent the various
PSDs as in [18] and to derive the various noise contributions.
However, the analytical description of the spectrum of the
PM-NRZ modulation is relatively complex, and, thus, here we
simply derived the various PSDs required in the model from
the numerical Fourier transform of for a 10 Gbit/s

pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS). As an example,
the PSDs shown in Fig. 4 are obtained for PM-NRZ with an
NRZ extinction ratio of 12 dB and a PM index of 2.28, which
corresponds to 18 dB suppression of the carrier power. The
numerical evaluation of is also advantageous since it
provides a simple way to calculate the shape of the received
pulses and thus the eye opening ratio, .

Fig. 5. Experimental optical (a)–(c) and electrical (d)–( f) eye-diagrams for
NRZ and PM-NRZ at different detunings compared to the corresponding mod-
eled electrical eye-diagrams (g)–(i).

Fig. 5 shows typical optical eye-diagrams (amplitudes not
to scale), obtained experimentally for 10 Gbit/s signals with a
30-GHz photodetector, for: (a) NRZ modulation format, with
both AWGs tuned to the laser frequency; (b) PM-NRZ, with
both AWGs tuned to the laser frequency; and (c) PM-NRZ with
the AWGs detuned by 30 GHz. It is interesting to note in Fig. 4
(b) the shape of the eye diagram for PM-NRZ with no detuning,
where two peaks appear, corresponding to a 20-GHz sine wave,
which results from the beating of the sidebands at 10 GHz.
Conversely, when the optical filters are detuned, as in Fig. 5(c),
the strongest beating is between the components at 10 and

20 GHz, which produces the return-to-zero (RZ) appearance
of the signal due to 10-GHz sine modulation.

Fig. 5(d)–(f) shows the electrical eye-diagrams obtained from
Rx 1, where the effect of the electrical filter can clearly be
seen in the increased rise and fall times of the NRZ signal and
in the cancellation of the 20-GHz component for the nonde-
tuned PM-NRZ. However, in the case of the 30-GHz-detuned
PM-NRZ, the frequency response of the electrical filter is not
sharp enough to strongly affect the 10-GHz component, which
is only slightly attenuated, resulting in an eye-diagram that again
has an RZ appearance, as shown in Fig. 5(f).

Equation (29) can be used to model the eye-diagrams in the
various cases, starting from . The results, using Rx 1
filter characteristic, can be seen in Fig. 5(g)–(i), respectively,
for NRZ and PM-NRZ with 0 and 30 GHz detuning. The excel-
lent agreement in shape between the modeled and experimental
eye-diagrams is a first indication that the model can describe ac-
curately the received PM-NRZ signal.

The qualitative agreement shown by the eye diagrams is also
supported quantitatively by measurements of the receiver sensi-
tivity. The sensitivity of the optically preamplified receiver for
PM-NRZ modulation varies as a function of the optical filter de-
tuning due to its wide spectrum and complex pulse shape [11].
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Fig. 6. Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines) improvement of the receiver
sensitivity for PM-NRZ modulation as a function of the detuning for Rx 1 and
Rx 2 compared to NRZ with no detuning.

The symbols in Fig. 6 present an accurate experimental charac-
terization of the sensitivity of the optically preamplified receiver
Rx 1 as a function of the detuning for the PM-NRZ scheme.
The results show that the sensitivity improvement, defined as
the difference between the PM-NRZ and the NRZ sensitivity
with no detuning, displays two maxima for detuning of around

25 GHz. We also note a slight asymmetry of the two maxima
which is caused by a slight distortion in the electrical sinusoidal
signal used to drive the PM, with an asymmetry in rise and fall
times [11].

The sensitivity improvement derived from the optically
preamplified receiver model for Rx 1 is also compared with the
experiments in Fig. 6, showing excellent agreement and proving
the ability of the model to accurately predict the performance
of complex modulation formats. Since the model is essentially
analytical, it offers the advantage of providing, in a simple way,
insights into the physical phenomena that govern the sensitivity
for the PM-NRZ scheme. Fig. 7(a) presents the eye-opening
factor, , and the loss introduced inside the receiver by the
detuning of the optical filter. The latter, however, should not be
confused with the insertion loss at the center frequency of the
filter which is already included in the net gain .

These two factors have opposite effects, with causing an
improvement in sensitivity with increased detuning due to the
RZ-like shape of the eye, while the filter loss reduces the actual
optical power reaching the photodetector causing a reduction of
the overall receiver sensitivity. We note that the difference be-
tween the two corresponds roughly to the sensitivity improve-
ment in Fig. 6, with a small difference that can be attributed,
for example, to the change with the detuning of the equivalent
noise bandwidth, . This third effect, which can be seen
in Fig. 7(b), has a smaller influence on the sensitivity, but it is
noteworthy that the value of the equivalent bandwidths
and are substantially lower than that commonly used
due to the wide spectrum of the signal.

Fig. 6 also presents the comparison between modeled and ex-
perimental sensitivity improvement in the case of receiver Rx
2, which is the receiver used in the experimental characteriza-
tion reported in [11]. Although there are only two experimental

Fig. 7. Loss in the receiver optical filter compared to the eye opening improve-
ment (a) and equivalent noise bandwidths (b) as a function of the filter detuning
for Rx 1.

points, good agreement is also observed. In this case the sensi-
tivity improvement caused by the detuning is smaller compared
to Rx 1 due to the sharper electrical filtering that reduces the
eye-opening increase. Although not shown here, experimental
and modeled eye-diagrams are in good agreement, with a shape
close to NRZ for all detuning.

The performance of the PM-NRZ scheme against the RB
noise can be quantified by the receiver power penalties at a bit
error rate (BER) of as a function of the optical-signal-to-
Rayleigh-noise ratio (OSRNR). However, the direct characteri-
zation in a PON is difficult since the polarization state cannot be
accurately controlled and the SB power cannot be isolated from
the upstream signal. For these reasons, the PM-NRZ scheme
was accurately characterized in [11] using a specifically de-
signed set-up that allowed a controlled generation of CB and
SB. As described in [11] and [18], the two RB components were
separately analyzed by modulating the signals at different points
in order to reproduce the modulation characteristics of a PON.
The upstream signal and the RB were generated in two separate
arms of an interferometer allowing accurate control of OSRNR
and polarization. For experimental convenience the OSRNR is
defined at the point where the signals enter the wavelength mul-
tiplexer (Fig. 1), hence before the various signals are spectrally
reshaped by the optical filters.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the measured penalties
(symbols) and the penalties calculated using the model (lines)
for both CB and SB, with optical filter offsets of 0 and 30 GHz
in the case of PM-NRZ. The modeling results are in very good
agreement with the experiments both for CB and SB and, for
comparison, the figure also presents the penalties measured for
NRZ modulation format. The agreement for low OSRNR, which
corresponds to a high level of RB noise, is slightly worse in all
cases, possibly due to small differences between the spectra and
filter responses in the experiment and the idealized versions used
in the model.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between the measured (symbols) and modeled (lines)
penalties as a function of OSRNR.

The performance of the scheme with respect to the SB is
similar for the two detunings analyzed, due to the fact that the
power spectrum of the SB is uniformly distributed over a range
of frequencies larger than the AWG bandwidth (Fig. 4). As
can be seen from Fig. 9, the noise reduction due to the spectral
broadening, quantified by , is nearly constant for all
detunings. However, as the detuning increases, the attenuation
of the upstream signal, which is concentrated in the 10- and

20-GHz components, increases more rapidly than the SB,
causing a relative increase in the noise. This effect is quantified
by introducing the improvement in the OSRNR caused by
the detuned filtering defined, in decibels, as the difference
between the OSRNR at the receiver and the OSRNR before the
wavelength multiplexer

(32)

with the subscript indicating either CB or SB OSRNRs, which
are in general affected in a different way due to their different
spectra.

The opposite occurs in the CB case since the RB optical
power is concentrated at the carrier frequency, which is atten-
uated by a greater amount than the signal as the detuning is in-
creased, thus reducing the noise. This can also be clearly seen
in Fig. 9, where both and further sup-
press the noise as the detuning increases. The spectral coeffi-
cient increases because the attenuation of the compo-
nent at the carrier frequency is relatively higher than the rest of
the signal spectrum, reducing in this way the spectral overlap
with the CB. The effective OSRNR at the photodetector simply
increases due to the selective stronger filtering of the power at
the carrier frequency, and hence of the CB, compared to the
signal.

These two different behaviors of the PM-NRZ scheme as a
function of the filter detuning for CB and SB are also clearly
shown in Fig. 10, where the OSRNR required for a 1-dB penalty
is plotted for CB and SB for various values of center frequency
suppression, and with the dots representing the experimental

Fig. 9. Noise mitigation in CB and SB case introduced by the spectral broad-
ening, 1=� , and by the effective improvement of the OSRNR at the photode-
tector.

Fig. 10. Calculated (lines) and experimental (dots) OSRNR required for a 1-dB
power penalty using the PM-NRZ modulation as a function of the filter detuning
and for carrier suppression varying from 2 to 30 dB in 2-dB steps.

points derived from Fig. 8. It is interesting to note that the im-
provement in the noise mitigation obtained by increasing the
center wavelength suppression beyond 10 dB is relatively small.
These results suggest that a suppression of 10 dB or less is al-
ready sufficient to obtain effective RB noise mitigation, indi-
cating also that precise control of the phase modulation depth is
not necessary.

These results confirm that the proposed model is particularly
suited to study and optimize complex modulation schemes such
as the PM-NRZ scheme. An earlier version of the model has al-
ready been used to simulate the effect of two common optical
multiplexer filter shapes, Gaussian and flat-top, for two different
channel spacings, 100 and 50 GHz, confirming the effective-
ness of the approach [20]. Moreover, the model has also been
recently used to analyze the performance of an alternative mod-
ulation format, known as carrier-suppressed-subcarrier ampli-
tude-modulation phase shift keying (CSS-AMPSK), which can
potentially provide better mitigation of the SB-induced noise
and present a higher tolerance to chromatic dispersion [10].
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VII. CONCLUSION

A model capable of studying the interferometric noise caused
by RB on signals with an arbitrary modulation format has been
derived for an optically preamplified receiver. Due to its simple
realization and fast computation, the model enables efficient
analysis of the performance of interferometric noise reduction
techniques, which proves to be particularly useful to optimize
the performance of complex schemes within practical systems.
The model could also be readily extended to the case of an op-
tically amplified link, such as the hybrid DWDM-TDM long
reach PON in [12], or easily adapted to the simpler case of a
nonoptically preamplifed receiver such as a PIN or an APD.
The specific case of PM-NRZ modulation has been used as an
example, demonstrating excellent agreement between modeling
and experimental results. Various parameters of the PM-NRZ
scheme have been analyzed in order to understand experimental
results showing, for example, that precise control of the phase
modulation is not necessary to obtain good noise suppression.
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